Finally, a heavy duty, table-top feeder and transport package that is versatile, reliable and affordable!

The R-14P feeder/transport is the ideal platform for print heads, labeling machines, barcode readers and more! Why buy a separate feeder and transport base when you can get both in a small footprint at a fraction of the cost? The R-14P gives you the reliability and speed of a floor model system with the price of a table top machine!

The R-14P features a built in feeder with our patented features for versatility and ease of use. Buckle separation™, repositionable feed belts and simple setup make the feeder ideal for a wide variety of media types and sizes, from single sheets to 3/8" thick materials! The built-in transport offers is excellent for high speed printing, labeling, stamping and more. With high friction belts and repositionable material hold downs and media guides, the transport offers control and production not available on standard table top machines.

Our speed following feature enhances production. Adjust the feeder speed and the transport automatically keeps pace!

The R-14P gives you the ideal platform for high speed labeling, ink jet addressing and more. The transport section features 4 high friction belts. The outer two belts can be repositioned so that you can customize the machine for different jobs.

The feeder and the transport sections of the R-14P each have their own motor.

Our unique Speed Following feature ensures that the transport section follows the speed of the feeder. This results in having the optimal gap between pieces no matter what speed you run!

Optimal gapping means better production for you!

R-14P FEEDER-TRANSPORT SPECIFICATIONS

Media Handling:
- Width - Min 3” to Max 14”
- Length – Min 2” to Max 17”
- Thickness – single sheets to 3/8”
- Speed – up to 30,000 pieces per hour (media dependent)
  Speed following standard. (automatic gapping)

Power:
- 120 vac, 5 amp standard, (240 optional)
  Available interlocks: Dry contact, 12 vdc, 24 vdc, 24 vac. Others upon request.

Dimensions:
- Dimensions: 17” wide x 42” long (standard machine) Weight: 64 lbs